Driving With Hemianopia: IV. Head Scanning and Detection at Intersections in a Simulator
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METHODS. Fourteen people with complete HH and without cognitive decline or visual neglect and 12 normally sighted (NV) current drivers participated. They drove in an urban environment following predetermined routes, which included multiple intersections. Head scanning behaviors were quantified at intersections (n = 32) with a stop or yield sign. Participants also performed a pedestrian detection task. The relationship between head scanning and detection was examined at 10 intersections.

RESULTS. For HH drivers, the first scan was more likely to be toward the blind than the seeing hemifield. They also made a greater proportion of head scans overall to the blind side than did the NV drivers to the corresponding side (P = 0.003). However, head scan magnitudes of HH drivers were smaller than those of the NV group (P < 0.001). Drivers with HH had impaired detection of blind-side pedestrians due either to not scanning in the direction of the pedestrian or to an insufficient scan magnitude (left HH detected only 46% and right HH 8% at the extreme left and right of the intersection, respectively).

CONCLUSIONS. Drivers with HH demonstrated compensatory head scan patterns, but not scan magnitudes. Inadequate scanning resulted in blind-side detection failures, which might place HH drivers at increased risk for collisions at intersections. Scanning training tailored to specific problem areas identified in this study might be beneficial.
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In previous papers in this series, we addressed the effect of homonymous hemianopia (HH) on detection performance and vehicle control in a driving simulator. Individuals with HH may be able to compensate for their hemifield loss by scanning with eye and/or head movements into the blind field; here we address head scanning behaviors. Several studies have recorded eye and head movement behaviors of people with HH when performing laboratory-based tasks; however, oculomotor behaviors observed during such highly constrained laboratory tasks do not necessarily generalize to everyday visually guided behaviors. Currently, there is only limited information about scanning behaviors of people with HH in real-world tasks such as driving. An important question is the extent to which they adopt scanning behaviors that effectively compensate for their hemifield loss.

Szylk et al. reported that three participants with HH had greater head position variability than control drivers in a driving simulator, but did not evaluate whether there were any blind/seeing-side asymmetries in that variability. Furthermore, head position was quantified from videotape recordings frozen only once every 4 seconds; thus, many head movements may have gone undetected. In a more recent simulator study, two participants with HH were found to make fewer head movements than controls.

Wood et al. conducted an on-road study in which head movements were qualitatively analyzed from video footage. Scrores, masked to the HH side and road test outcome, reviewed the videos to determine the number of small and large head movements to the blind and seeing sides. Although there was a trend for drivers with HH to make more head movements than controls, the main finding of interest was that drivers rated as safe on the road test made significantly more head movements to the blind than the seeing side; there was no such difference between blind-side and seeing-side scanning for unsafe drivers. These data suggest that safe drivers were adopting compensatory head scanning. However, it is unknown whether these scanning patterns resulted in better detection of blind-side hazards.

A recent study of eye and head scanning behaviors of people with HH in a virtual intersection collision avoidance task found that participants who performed well on the task (had few collisions) exhibited more active blind-side scanning behaviors, including larger blind-side scans and more frequent gaze shifts, than participants who performed less well (had more collisions). These findings suggest a direct relationship between scanning behaviors and detection of potential collisions. However, from 22.5 m before the intersection, participants were unable to slow down or stop (as would be the case when approaching an intersection in on-road driving), which might have affected the scanning behaviors.

In an on-road study of drivers with HH, the majority of detection failures occurred at intersections, suggesting that...
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Figure 1. Schematic, approximately to scale, of the clear-sight triangle (thick black lines) for a stop-controlled intersection at a 30-mph cross street. A driver with HH would have to execute a gaze scan of approximately 85° to view the whole area of the sight triangle on the blind side. Pedestrians were placed at locations A and D to evaluate whether drivers with HH scanned sufficiently far to the blind side (to the left for left HH and to the right for right HH). Pedestrians were placed at B and C to evaluate whether HH also affected detection in more central parts of an intersection critical to safe execution of a turn maneuver.

Many of the participants did not scan effectively; however, head movements were observed, not recorded. Indeed, the wide field of view that needs to be scanned at T-intersections must present an especially challenging situation for drivers with HH. To view the whole area of the clear-sight triangle on the affected side (Fig. 1), drivers with HH would have to make a gaze scan of approximately 85° as they have no peripheral vision on that side. A scan of this magnitude would require a head movement as well as an eye movement. By comparison, on the seeing side they would not necessarily need to gaze scan the full 85°, perhaps only 65°, because objects could be detected with the intact peripheral vision. Nevertheless, they would still need to make a head movement, as well as an eye movement, as typical eye saccades are rarely larger than 15°. Therefore, we would expect that drivers with HH would either rotate the head further, or would make larger eye saccades or more eye saccades toward the blind than the seeing side in order to view the full width of the sight triangle on that side.

In this study we quantified head scanning patterns of drivers with HH in simulated driving scenarios and evaluated whether they adopted compensatory scanning strategies on approach to T-intersections with stop or yield signs. Specifically, we predicted that they would show the following compensatory behaviors for large head scans starting from the straight-ahead position: (1) a greater proportion of scans toward the blind side than for normally sighted drivers to the corresponding side; (2) larger head scans to the blind than the seeing side, and larger than those of normally sighted drivers; and (3) lower rates of not scanning to the blind side relative to those of normally sighted drivers to the corresponding side. Finally, we evaluated the relationship between head scanning and detection performance to determine which aspects of scanning, such as failing to scan or not scanning sufficiently far into the blind hemifield, caused blind-side detection failures.

Methods

Participants

Fourteen people with complete HH participated, including the 12 reported in our first paper and 2 additional participants recruited at a later date. One of the original 12 was subsequently excluded from data analyses as the head tracking system tracked the head with 1 Hz, perhaps only 65°, because objects could be detected with the intact peripheral vision. Nevertheless, they would still need to make a head movement, as well as an eye movement, as typical eye saccades are rarely larger than 15°. Therefore, we would expect that drivers with HH would either rotate the head further, or would make larger eye saccades or more eye saccades toward the blind than the seeing side in order to view the full width of the sight triangle on that side.

In this study we quantified head scanning patterns of drivers with HH in simulated driving scenarios and evaluated whether they adopted compensatory scanning strategies on approach to T-intersections with stop or yield signs. Specifically, we predicted that they would show the following compensatory behaviors for large head scans starting from the straight-ahead position: (1) a greater proportion of scans toward the blind side than for normally sighted drivers to the corresponding side; (2) larger head scans to the blind than the seeing side, and larger than those of normally sighted drivers; and (3) lower rates of not scanning to the blind side relative to those of normally sighted drivers to the corresponding side. Finally, we evaluated the relationship between head scanning and detection performance to determine which aspects of scanning, such as failing to scan or not scanning sufficiently far into the blind hemifield, caused blind-side detection failures.

Apparatus

Participants drove in a PP1000-x5 simulator (FAAC Corp., Ann Arbor, MI) with five 29-inch cathode ray tube (CRT) monitors (1024 × 768 resolution at 60 Hz) providing a 225° horizontal by 32° vertical field of view. The wide field of view enabled realistic intersection scenarios to be presented. The simulator included all of the controls usually found in a car with automatic transmission. Software recorded usage of all vehicle controls, locations of the participant’s vehicle, and all other scriptable entities in the virtual world at a 30-Hz sampling rate.

For head movement recording, a remote infrared (IR) system (TrackIR 3; NaturalPoint, Corvallis, OR) was used. Participants wore a lightweight head band with reflectors attached that enabled natural head movements. The IR source and tracking camera were mounted above the central screen of the simulator, approximately 1 m from the participant. The system tracked the head with 1° relative accuracy and a range of ±70°, sufficient to capture large scanning movements at intersections. Head position data were collected at 60 Hz but were synchronized to the slower driving simulator data feed (30 Hz).

Procedures

In order to complete the full set of test drives, participants attended two driving simulator sessions, approximately 1 week apart. They wore habitual spectacle corrections. Each session started with acclimation to the simulator environment through a series of introductory drives that included all the elements of the test drives. Participants drove on the right side of the road and were instructed to drive in a manner that “resembled [their] actual driving behavior as much as possible,” and “to obey all standard rules of the road.” They were told that they should “move their head and eyes as they would normally when driving.” They were not given any instructions or feedback about scanning at intersections.

After acclimation, participants completed a series of test drives at each session including four routes on city roads (30 mph) with a variety of traffic situations and intersections. Prerecorded audio cues (e.g., “turn left at next intersection”)
directed the driver along the routes, designed to be completed in 8 to 10 minutes. Participants performed a detection task while driving, pressing the horn button as soon as a pedestrian was seen. Head movements were recorded during each test drive. The head tracker was calibrated using a 5-point sequence (−67.5°, −22.5°, 0°, 22.5°, and 67.5°) at the start and end of every drive. The time to complete each simulator session (acclimation and test drives) ranged between 2 and 3 hours. The participants were encouraged to take breaks and step out of the simulator as needed between drives.

Intersections

Head movement behaviors were evaluated at T-intersections with either a stop or a yield sign, at which all drivers would have to scan before entering the intersection. Although there were other types of intersections in the virtual world (including Y, +, and rotaries), they did not occur with sufficient frequency to be included in analyses. The T-intersections had three configurations (Fig. 2): no incoming road on right (NIR; median 11 for the two sessions), incoming roads on both sides (IB; 12 for the two sessions), and no incoming road on left (NIL; 9 for the two sessions). To provide realistic scenarios and encourage head scanning, we programmed cross traffic on approximately one-third of intersections in each drive.

Analyzing Head Scanning at Intersections

Head movements on approach to intersections typically comprised a series of single large rotations taking the head away from the straight-ahead position to the left or right side with a subsequent single large rotation in the opposite direction bringing the head back to the center, sometimes directly continuing with a large rotation to the other side (see Supplementary Appendix A1). A head scan was defined as a lateral head rotation (yaw movement) that took the head away from the straight-ahead position for at least 0.2 seconds and that represented a net monotonic change in angle of more than a three-tier threshold (4°, 6°, and 10°), depending on the distance from the intersection (see Supplementary Appendix A1 for details). Head scans were analyzed from 100 m before the intersection to the point at which the front axle of the car crossed the white stop line on entering the intersection. The 100-m distance was selected for two reasons: It was approximately twice the minimum recommended27 approach sight distance for an intersection with a yield sign; and, based on data from this study, it was also the distance at which head scan magnitudes first started to increase as drivers approached T-intersections in our driving simulator (Fig. 3).

An algorithm was developed to quantify the direction and magnitude of each head scan (see Supplementary Appendix A1). Scan direction was assigned a left/right binary code in terms of whether the scan took the head away from the straight-ahead position toward the left side or the right side. To analyze head scan magnitudes, the 100-m approach distance was split into three unequal pseudo-logarithmic bins: 30 to 100, 10 to 30, and 0 to 10 m. For each subject, a median scan magnitude was calculated for each bin. Only bins with two or more scans were considered.

In addition to analyzing when there were scans, we also analyzed situations when there were no scans: (a) not scanning in the direction with no incoming road and (b) not scanning in the direction of an incoming road. In the first situation, we did not expect NV participants to scan; however, we predicted that participants with HH would scan when there was no incoming road on their blind side, but not their seeing side. In the second situation, when there was an incoming road, both NV and HH participants should have scanned in that direction; therefore not scanning was classified as a failure to scan.

![Figure 2](image-url) Head scanning was evaluated at T-intersections with either a stop or yield sign. The intersections had three configurations: no incoming road on the right (NIR, shown at left), incoming roads on both sides (IB, center), and no incoming road on the left (NIL, shown at right).

![Figure 3](image-url) Median head scan magnitudes on approach to intersections for participants with NV and HH. As distance to the intersection decreased, scan magnitudes increased; this increase started at approximately 100 m before the intersection. Data were pooled in 10-m bins, with data in the 0-m bin from 0 to 9.99 m and so on. Each bin includes all scans for all participants (either HH or NV) within that range of distances from the intersection. Error bars represent the interquartile range.
Pedestrian Detection and Scanning at Intersections

To evaluate detection at intersections, a stationary pedestrian figure (2 m tall, wearing a white top and blue trousers) appeared at 10 intersections across the two sessions: four times at location A (twice on a right turn and twice on a left turn) and twice at each of the other locations, B, C, and D (Fig. 1). None of the intersection pedestrians (I-Peds) presented an imminent threat, as they were stationary. Rather they were used to evaluate detection at locations where moving traffic could be a potential hazard for a turning vehicle. There was cross traffic on intersections with and without I-Peds; therefore, there was always a possibility that there could have been a moving car in the vicinity of an I-Ped.

Based on the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials' recommended sight distance for a stop-controlled intersection with a 30 mph cross street, I-Peds were placed 40 m along the sidewalk from the intersection at location A (to the left) and D (to the right) to evaluate whether drivers with left HH and right HH scanned sufficiently far (85°) to their blind sides, respectively. In addition, I-Peds were placed at locations B and C to evaluate whether HH affects detection in more central parts of an intersection critical to safe execution of a turn maneuver (addressed in detail in the first paper in this series). Each I-Ped appeared as the driver was slowing to a stop at the intersection and disappeared as soon as the driver had completed a turn; only one I-Ped appeared at a time. There were a total of 154 pedestrian appearances across the two sessions in a variety of situations, of which only 10 were at intersections.

At intersections with I-Peds, head scans in the direction of the I-Ped were analyzed between the time when the I-Ped appeared and either the time of the horn press or the time when the I-Ped disappeared, whichever occurred first (see Supplementary Figs. A2.1–A2.4 in Supplementary Appendix A2). Each I-Ped event was then categorized as (1) driver failed to scan in the direction of the I-Ped and did not detect; (2) driver scanned in the direction of the I-Ped but did not detect; or (3) driver scanned in the direction of the I-Ped and detected.

Statistical Analyses

Mixed-effects binary logistic regressions were conducted to evaluate the effect of vision status (NV, left HH [LHH], and right HH [RHH]) on whether a scan was to the left, whether there were no scans in a specific direction, and whether I-Peds were detected. Participants were included as a random factor. In addition, as we expected that intersection configuration (NIR, IB, NIL; Fig. 1) would affect scanning patterns, we included this as a within-subjects factor for analyses of scan directions.

The effect of maneuver (left turn, right turn, straight across) was not analyzed as there were insufficient numbers of intersections for both intersection configuration and maneuvers to be analyzed as separate factors. Results of the binary logistic regression analyses are plotted as the estimated mean proportions with 95% confidence limits; data in the text are reported in terms of the observed proportions.

A repeated-measures multivariate ANOVA was used to analyze the scan magnitude data with magnitude of right and left scans as the dependent variables, distance bin as the within-subjects variable, and vision status as the between-subjects variable. Bonferroni corrections were applied to all within-subject multiple comparisons (paired t-tests). Nonparametric analyses were also performed, with results comparable to the parametric analyses. R (Version 2.15.2) statistical package was used in data analyses. For mixed-effects logistic regressions, the glmer function of R package lme4 was used. An alpha level ≤ 0.05 was taken to indicate statistical significance.

RESULTS

Sample Characteristics

The HH group included six current drivers (driving at least on a limited basis), four who had stopped driving within the past year, and three who had stopped driving within the past 3 to 11 years. Stroke was the main cause of the HH, with the time since onset of the HH ranging from 4 months to 28 years (Table). As planned, the HH and NV groups were not significantly different in terms of age, sex, and Mini Mental State Examination scores (all P > 0.5). All participants had started driving at age 19 or younger; the only exceptions were one with HH and one with NV, who had started driving at the ages of 23 and 27 years, respectively.

Scan Patterns

Although there were no significant differences among the vision groups in the total number of scans (F(2,22) = 1.465, P = 0.253), there were notable between-group differences in the proportions of leftward scans (H(2) = 11.465, P = 0.003; Fig. 4). Overall on approach to an intersection, the LHH group had a significantly higher proportion of leftward scans (76%) than the NV and RHH groups (59% and 48%, respectively; data pooled across the three intersection configurations). By comparison, there was a trend for the RHH group to have a lower proportion of leftward scans (i.e., a higher proportion of rightward scans) than the NV group. As expected, the proportion of leftward scans was highest when there was an incoming road on the left only (74%) and lowest when there was no incoming road on that side (41%, data pooled across all participants; H(2) = 96.906, P < 0.001). However, there was a significant interaction between this pattern and the side of the HH (H(4) = 46.321, P < 0.001). Specifically, pairwise comparisons revealed that the RHH group made a significantly lower proportion of leftward head scans (i.e., a higher proportion of rightward scans) than the NV group. As expected, the proportion of leftward scans was highest when there was an incoming road on the right only (74%) and lowest when there was no incoming road on that side (7%).

Considering the scan patterns in more detail, Figure 5 summarizes the directions of the first two scans for each intersection configuration. Across all configurations, there is a clear trend for the LHH group to have leftward-dominated scans.
patterns (Left-Left and Left-Right) and the RHH group to have rightward-dominated scan patterns (Right-Right and Right-Left).

Scan Magnitudes
For all groups, the magnitude of the leftward and rightward scans increased as distance to the intersection decreased ($F_{(2,44)} = 21.277$, $P < 0.001$; Fig. 6). Overall, the head scan magnitudes for the two HH groups were smaller than those of the NV group ($F_{(2,22)} = 5.792$, $P < 0.001$; Figs. 3, 6). This pattern was especially evident for the right scans closer to the intersection. Contrary to our expectations, for the HH groups, the proportion of leftward scans changed only when there was no incoming road on their seeing side. However, for the HH groups, the proportion of leftward scans was modified when there was no incoming road on either the right or left (NIR and NIL, respectively). However, for the HH groups, the proportion of leftward scans changed only when there was no incoming road on their seeing side. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

Not Scanning
As expected, when there was no incoming road on one side, the NV participants were unlikely to scan in that direction; they did not scan to the right at approximately 73% of intersections with no incoming road on the right (NIR) and did not scan to the left at approximately 71% of intersections with no incoming road on the left (NIL; Fig. 7). Homonymous hemianopia participants demonstrated similar behaviors only when there was no incoming road on their seeing side. Therefore, compared to the RHH group, the LHH and NV groups were more likely to not scan to the right when there was no incoming road on the right side (NIR; $P = 0.001$ and $P = 0.002$, respectively); and compared to the LHH group, the RHH and NV groups were significantly more likely to not scan to the left on intersections with no incoming road on the left side (NIL; both $P$ values < 0.001).

In addition, we evaluated failures to scan in the direction of an incoming road. For failures to scan to the left when there was a road on the left, we combined data for incoming roads on both sides (IB) and no incoming road on the right (NIL). As expected, all three groups had high detection rates for the pedestrian at center left (I-Ped A), while the RHH group had significantly lower detection rates than the NV group for pedestrians at center right (I-Ped D) (Fig. 9). As expected, all three groups had high detection rates for the pedestrian at center left (I-Ped A) that appeared on a left turn, and was likely in view for most of the turn maneuver.

Detection Rates and Scanning Behaviors at Intersections
The LHH group had significantly lower detection rates than the NV group for the pedestrian at the far left of the intersection (I-Ped A), while the RHH group had significantly lower detection rates than the NV group for pedestrians at center right (I-Ped C) and far right (I-Ped D) (Fig. 9). As expected, all three groups had high detection rates for the pedestrian at center left (I-Ped B) that appeared on a left turn, and was likely in view for most of the turn maneuver.

Scanning behaviors were analyzed to determine the causes of detection failures (Supplementary Appendix A2). For I-Ped A, not scanning to the left accounted for a similar proportion of detection failures in the three vision groups (Fig. 10); in all cases when there was a failure to scan, I-Ped A was not detected. In addition, for the HH groups (but not the NV group), there were detection failures even when leftward head scans were made (Fig. 10). The rate of scanning and failing to detect I-Ped A was higher for the LHH than the NV group ($P = 0.935$ and $P = 0.806$, respectively; Fig. 8).
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The LHH group had significantly lower detection rates than the NV group for the pedestrian at the far left of the intersection (I-Ped A), while the RHH group had significantly lower detection rates than the NV group for pedestrians at center right (I-Ped C) and far right (I-Ped D) (Fig. 9). As expected, all three groups had high detection rates for the pedestrian at center left (I-Ped B) that appeared on a left turn, and was likely in view for most of the turn maneuver.
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Detection Rates and Scanning Behaviors at Intersections
The LHH group had significantly lower detection rates than the NV group for the pedestrian at the far left of the intersection (I-Ped A), while the RHH group had significantly lower detection rates than the NV group for pedestrians at center right (I-Ped C) and far right (I-Ped D) (Fig. 9). As expected, all three groups had high detection rates for the pedestrian at center left (I-Ped B) that appeared on a left turn, and was likely in view for most of the turn maneuver.

Scanning behaviors were analyzed to determine the causes of detection failures (Supplementary Appendix A2). For I-Ped A, not scanning to the left accounted for a similar proportion of detection failures in the three vision groups (Fig. 10); in all cases when there was a failure to scan, I-Ped A was not detected. In addition, for the HH groups (but not the NV group), there were detection failures even when leftward head scans were made (Fig. 10). The rate of scanning and failing to detect I-Ped A was higher for the LHH than the NV group ($P = 0.935$ and $P = 0.806$, respectively; Fig. 8).
For I-Ped C, not scanning to the right was the main reason for detection failures by RHH participants (Fig. 10). In the majority of cases, I-Ped C was detected only when the head was turned at least slightly to the right of the straight-ahead position after the pedestrian appeared. Similarly, for I-Ped D, not scanning to the right was also a major reason for detection failures by RHH participants. In addition, however, there were detection failures even when rightward scans were made. The median magnitude of these scans was 41° (IQR 40°–46°), similar to that of the leftward head scan for the situations in which the LHH group scanned but failed to detect I-Ped A.

**DISCUSSION**

Consistent with our hypothesis, when approaching an intersection, the HH groups showed head scanning behaviors that tended to be dominated by large scans from the straight-ahead position that were directed toward their blind side. They scanned more frequently into their blind hemifield than did the NV group to the corresponding side, and the first scan was more likely to be toward the blind than the seeing hemifield. These blind side-dominated scan patterns are consistent with prior studies of patients with HH and provide evidence of compensatory behaviors in response to the hemifield loss. However, contrary to our expectations, there was no evidence of compensation in scan magnitudes; blind-side head scans were not larger than seeing-side head scans. In fact, for the RHH group, head scans to the blind right side were smaller than scans to the seeing left side. Smaller scans to the blind than the seeing side are consistent with gaze behaviors observed by Papageorgiou et al. in their simulated intersection collision avoidance task. It is curious that HH drivers, despite being aware of their vision loss (as evidenced by increased scanning to the blind side), do not also compensate by head scanning farther into the blind than the seeing side at intersections. This behavior is consistent with the lack of increased scanning magnitude (relative to NV observers) demonstrated by people with severe peripheral visual field restrictions (due to retinitis pigmentosa) when walking and may occur because they do not know how far to scan, as there is no guidance from peripheral vision.
When approaching a T-intersection with incoming roads on both sides, the NV group typically scanned to the left first, followed by a scan to the right. The scan pattern of the LHH group also started with a scan to left, but was more commonly followed by another scan to the left than by a scan to the right. By comparison, the typical scan pattern of the RHH group started with a scan to the right, followed by either another scan to the right or a scan to the left. When there was no incoming road on one side, NV drivers modified their scanning behaviors by scanning less often in that direction. When there was no incoming road on the seeing side, HH drivers also modified their scan patterns in a similar manner. However, when there was no incoming road on the blind side, their scan patterns did not change, as there was no information from peripheral vision to indicate whether or not a scan was needed in that direction.

We also examined the extent to which HH participants failed to scan to an incoming road on their blind side. Surprisingly, their failure rates were similar to those of the NV group in the corresponding directions (Fig. 8). However, unlike drivers with NV, drivers with HH do not have any information from their peripheral vision on the blind side; therefore, we might have expected lower failure-to-scan rates to an incoming road on the blind side. The similarity of the responses to those of the NV drivers suggests that the behavior was well established from the time that vision was intact and was not modified by the lack of visual stimuli; that is, these findings suggest a lack of effective compensation for the hemifield loss.

Left HH drivers detected only 46% of I-Ped A at location A on the far left of the intersection, while the RHH drivers detected only 58% and 8% of I-Peds at locations C and D, on the near and far right, respectively. These results are consistent with data from an on-road study in which the majority of interventions for drivers with HH occurred as a result of failures to detect other vehicles and pedestrians at intersections. For I-Ped A, the rates of failing to detect due to a lack of a leftward head scan after the I-Ped appeared were similar for the NV and HH groups, and this was the only reason for failing to detect in the NV group. However, for the HH groups, detection failures were also a result of insufficient scan magnitudes. This is not surprising for the LHH group, as they would have had to scan farther into the blind field (85°) than the RHH and NV groups to detect I-Ped A. Interestingly, when I-Ped A was detected, there were no differences in the median head scan magnitudes among the NV and HH groups (medians 49°–55°), yet a larger-magnitude head scan might have been expected for the LHH group. Thus, in order to detect I-Ped A, LHH drivers must have executed a large leftward eye movement, of at least 30°, in addition to the 55° leftward head scan. This is a much larger eye movement than is typically made during walking (usually less than 15°). I-Ped A was detected by the LHH group only on approximately one-third of occasions when there was a leftward head scan (Fig. 10), suggesting that the accompanying eye scan was often insufficiently large. When I-Ped A was not detected, the range of head scan magnitudes of the LHH group was very wide and overlapped with the range of magnitudes when detection occurred, suggesting that the detection failures were due to insufficient eye movement magnitudes in these instances. By comparison, for the RHH group, the magnitudes of the left head scans were noticeably smaller when I-Ped A was not detected (only approximately 30° rather than 49°–55°).

While the LHH and NV groups could detect I-Peds C and D (appearing on the near and far right of the intersection, respectively) using their peripheral vision, it was necessary for the RHH group to scan to the right. To detect I-Ped C before entering the intersection, even a small rightward scan from the straight-ahead position would be sufficient. However, in approximately 53% of cases, the RHH drivers failed to scan to the right and detect I-Ped C. This is concerning, as the inability to detect an incoming car from the near right while making a left turn may result in a collision. For I-Ped D, the high rate of detection failures in the RHH group was a result of both failing to scan to the right and insufficiently large rightward scans. However, the I-Ped D position does not present an imminent threat for the driver during the turn maneuver, and the driver may expect to detect obstacles or dangers in this location after completing the turn. Nevertheless, drivers with RHH do need to be aware of potential hazards in the travel path to their right, such as pedestrians crossing the road as they exit the intersection at the end of a right turn maneuver.

There are two study limitations that need to be considered. First, the stationary pedestrians did not present an imminent...
threat or hazard; therefore, detection deficits might have been overestimated. Second, the lack of an eye tracker in the simulator limited our ability to determine whether gaze fell on each I-Ped, whether (in the absence of larger head scans to the blind side) HHI participants compensated with larger eye saccades and/ or eye movements, and whether an eye saccade might have been made to the blind side in some instances when a head scan was not made. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that if an I-Ped on the blind side was not detected, gaze (head combined with eye movement) did not fall on the pedestrian and that the overall gaze scan was inadequate.

Three findings from our study have implications for rehabilitation of drivers with HH. First, in the absence of peripheral cues from their blind side, drivers with HH seem unaware of how far they need to scan into their blind hemifield. Even when they scanned into their blind field at intersections, the magnitude of their scans often fell short of that necessary to cover the complete area of the clear-sight triangle or to detect an I-Ped at the extreme location in their blind hemifield. This may put drivers with HH at increased risk for collision incidents at intersections. Second, both LHH and RHH drivers failed to scan to their blind side at an alarmingly high proportion of intersections, which resulted in failures to detect I-Peds. This was particularly noticeable for the RHH group, who had higher rates of failing to scan to the blind side than did the LHH group. This is perhaps due to the RHH drivers perceiving less danger from traffic on the right. However, in the absence of the peripheral cues from the blind hemifield, it is especially important for the RHH drivers to scan to the right to identify potential hazards from that direction. Third, there was evidence in the data that insufficient attention was being allocated to the seeing side. Several drivers with LHH had high rates of failing to scan to the seeing side when there was a road on that side (in one case, 63%). Similarly, some RHH drivers failed to scan sufficiently far to the left at some intersections (as evidenced by the failures to detect I-Ped A, despite scanning in that direction). Furthermore, seeing-side scan magnitudes of the IH drivers were smaller than those of the NV drivers. This may be a result of a reluctance to scan too far into the seeing side, because the farther a person with HH scans toward the seeing side, the greater the area of the intersection that is no longer visible.

The general perception that traffic from the right poses fewer safety concerns than traffic from the left was evident in the data from the NV group as well as in prior on-road studies of NV drivers. For the HH drivers, there appeared to be an interesting interplay between this perception and blind-side scanning behaviors. Drivers with LHH appeared to focus on scanning to the left at the expense of scanning to the right, while drivers with RHH seemed to underestimate the potential consequences of traffic hazards on the right as evidenced by the high rates of failing to scan to the blind right side. Training for drivers with HH should focus on addressing specific deficits in their scanning patterns. As well as establishing a consistent scanning pattern that includes looking to both sides, cues as to how far to turn the head and eyes (such as specific instructions to look into the blind hemifield until the sidewalk on the near side of the cross street is seen) may be helpful. In addition, drivers with RHH need to be educated about the potential of hazards on the right and should be encouraged to make secondary scans to the right once they have entered the intersection.

In conclusion, this study provides a detailed quantification of head scanning behaviors of drivers with HI at intersections. Our results show patterns of compensatory behavior that occurred with respect to the frequency and direction, but not the magnitudes of the head scans. We also found a clear relationship between inadequate scanning (failing to scan or not scanning far enough) and failure to detect pedestrians at intersections. The rate of failing to head scan to an incoming road on the blind side was no less than that of the NV drivers for the corresponding side. Taken together with the results of prior studies, the findings of the present study suggest that scanning patterns employed by some HH drivers may be insufficient for safe driving and that they might benefit from training tailored to the specific problem areas identified here.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ONLINE MATERIALS

APPENDIX 1: Head Movement Data Preprocessing and Head Scan Algorithm

Linear equations were fit to the head tracker calibrations that were performed at the start and end of each drive. Each pair of pre- and post-drive calibrations were compared, and if the value of the calibration equations at 0° disagreed by more than 4° (suggesting that the headband moved during the drive), the head tracking data for that drive were discarded. This happened in less than 1% of drives.

Occasionally, frames were lost or optical characteristics of the system caused invalid ‘spikes’ of head position. Therefore, the collected head position data were processed with a median filter with a window of 0.5 s (15 frames). Also, head tracker data were prone to dropouts due to loss of signal for large head turns; such dropouts were automatically detected (as discontinuities in the time stamps) and removed from analysis (5% of all data collected). Periods of data dropouts were also marked on head movement plots that were used for manual inspection of the data.

One of our primary measures was a count of discrete head scans: We first determined discrete head movements and then determined which of those movements could be categorized as scans. Since, head rotations are similar to steering wheel rotations, we modified the algorithm of Reed and Green to detect discrete head movements. They defined a discrete (steering wheel) rotation as a series of first-order angle differences that do not change sign for more than a set fraction of a second (0.33 s) and that represent a net monotonic change in angle of more than a given threshold in degrees (1°). We modified the method to (a) select thresholds appropriate for head rotations rather than steering wheel rotations and (b) used a three-tier angle magnitude threshold based on distance from the intersection. The time and magnitude thresholds were determined empirically by adjusting them so that the computationally determined counts of discrete head movements matched counts that were made manually by review of the filtered head movement signal. The time threshold (T_t) was 0.2 s. The three-tier magnitude threshold
(T_{m1-m3}) was based on the minimum size of movement that we could reasonably expect with decreasing distance (d) to the intersection. The thresholds were derived from a computation of the minimum movement required to turn the head to the middle of the oncoming traffic lane on the right when there were two lanes in each direction in the cross street, a minimum movement of: 4° for 50m < d \leq 100m, 6° for 25m < d \leq 50m, and 10° for 0m < d \leq 25m. We also set an upper exclusion limit of 135°.

The algorithm was implemented by processing the first and second derivatives (equivalent to the velocity and acceleration of the head) of the smoothed head movement signal. Specifically, the first derivative represented “first order head angle differences.” To take the second derivative, the first derivative of the head movement signal was further smoothed by a zero-delay forward-and-backward filter. Using the second derivative, we determined the places where the first derivative changed sign, thus representing a change in direction of motion. The difference between the upper and lower bounds of the time stamps of these direction changes gave the spans of time where the head was moving in a single direction. If the time span exceeded the threshold T_t, and the magnitude of the change exceeded T_m, then we counted it as a discrete head movement.

Once discrete head movements were identified, we then determined which part of the head movement constituted a head “scan”. A head scan was defined as that portion of a head movement that took the head away from the center position, and passed the T_m and T_t thresholds. To do this, we took the portion of the head movement where the absolute value of the start angle of the movement was smaller than the absolute value of the end angle. This was truncated so that only the portion that was on one side of the zero line was taken. We then subjected this remaining movement to time and magnitude thresholds (see above). If it passed, it was counted as a scan (Figure A1).
Figure A1 Plot of lateral head rotation (black line) for a participant with RHH on approach to a T-intersection with a stop sign and incoming roads on both sides. As the participant’s car approached the intersection, the head rotations increased in magnitude and car velocity (green line) decreased to zero. After stopping, the participant executed a left turn. Nine head scans, rotations that took the head away from the center position, were identified by the algorithm (yellow bars; 4 scans to the left and 5 to the right). Only those rotations that exceeded a specific time and angular magnitude threshold were counted as scans. Gray bars represent head rotation that was not a scan. Yellow bar represents the portion of the head movement that was counted as a scan (magnitude in degrees is indicated). Upper axis contains tick marks at every 10 m from the intersection.
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APPENDIX 2: Head Movement Plots For Intersections With Pedestrians

At intersections with I-Peds, head scans in the direction of the I-Ped were analyzed between the time when the I-Ped appeared, and either the time of the horn press or the time when the I-Ped disappeared, whichever occurred first (see Figures A2.1 to A2.4 below). Each I-Ped event was then categorized as: (1) driver failed to scan in the direction of the I-Ped and did not detect; (2) driver scanned in the direction of the I-Ped but did not detect; or (3) scanned in the direction of the I-Ped and detected.

I-Ped A at the extreme left of the intersection

Figure A2.1 Participant with RHH detected I-Ped A on a left turn at a T-intersection with incoming roads on both sides. The pedestrian appeared during a rightward scan (at about 197 s). At the end of the subsequent leftward scan, the horn was pressed (large black arrow) to indicate detection. The left scan magnitude (about 56°) was sufficient for the I-Ped to be seen on the seeing side. Note that the first head scan was to the blind right side.
Figure A2.2 Participant with LHH failed to detect I-Ped A on a left turn at a T-intersection with incoming roads on both sides. The pedestrian appeared during the first leftward head scan (at about 204 s), which was followed by another leftward scan before entering the intersection. However, the magnitude of the second leftward scan (about 37°) was insufficient for the I-Ped to be seen on the blind side. Note that the first head scan was to the blind left side and there were no scans to the seeing right side before entering the intersection.

Figure A2.3 Participant with RHH failed to detect I-Ped D on a right turn at a T-intersection with incoming roads on both sides. After the pedestrian appeared (at about 168 s), there was a large leftward scan (about 52°); however, there was no rightward scan before entering the intersection.
Figure A2.4 Participant with RHH failed to detect I-Ped D on a right turn at a T-intersection with incoming roads on both sides. After the pedestrian appeared (at about 151 s), there was a leftward scan followed by a rightward scan, but the magnitude of the rightward scan (about 38°) was insufficient for the I-Ped to be seen on the blind side. By comparison, the leftward scan was about 50°.